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Chapter 36 We’ll Get Married As Soon As Possible

The incident with Daniel and Caroline did not affect Arya’s acting skills, instead, it gave her a boost of motivation!

With Arya’s superb performance, which everyone witnessed, the two consecutive scenes were done in the morning. In their

break, Luna rushed over to Arya with some fruits she prepared, “Have some fruits before you touch up.”

When Arya was working, she was always lost in time. It was always Luna who looked after her.

“Thank you.”Arya took two mouthfuls of fruit when she saw Luna angrily hung up the phone. She asked in surprise, “What’s

wrong?”

“It was Daniel. Because he can’t find you, he had called me more than ten times already.” Luna shook her head annoyingly. “If

only he knew earlier this was the conclusion, he wouldn’t have done what he did!”

As soon as she finished speaking, Luna’s phone rang again.

Arya’s eyes darkened. She put down the fruit. “I’ll answer it. I can’t let him annoy you like this all the time.”

“Luna, where is Arya? Have her call me back immediately!” Daniel shouted, when he heard that the call was answered.

“What is it you want with me?” Arya answered calmly.

“Arya! I couldn’t get through to you. Are you still at the studio? You …” Daniel hesitated.

“I still have to work to do, if there’s nothing else, Goodbye.”

“No, listen! I’ve done lots thinking and have thought this through, we’ll get married as soon as possible. As long it’s what you

want to do, you can do as many movies as you want. I’ll help you to the best of my abilities. Arya, I can’t be without you. I’ll book

the first flight and come to you and then we’ll register our marriage immediately!”

This was the only solution he can only think of while he was drinking all night.

If it wasn’t for the fact, Arya was from the Morrison family, he could easily give up on her for Caroline. However, majority of the

business dealings of the Morrison Family were located overseas. If he were to become the son-in-law of the Morrison family, he

should be able to receive some inheritance, which would be very beneficial for his future.

As long as Arya haven’t seen the videos, he thought there was still a chance to save their relationship. Arya would not leave him

since she loved him so much. As for Caroline, Daniel didn’t have her in consideration yet.

“Register our marriage?” Arya laughed, “Correct me if I’m wrong but didn’t you say the marriage registration was postponed

indefinitely? Now, you’re going back on your words so quickly?”

“I lost my temper then and blurted that out. Stay put and wait for me, I’ll come and look for you right now!”

“Are you coming by yourself or will you bringing Caroline with you? Your performance in your video was so passionate, are you

willing to leave her?” Arya took a deep breath and sternly said, “Daniel, don’t treat me like a fool.”

“Arya, don’t believe the rubbish on the internet. I was afraid that you would overthink it so to show my sincerity, I’ve suggested

we now register our marriage. Don’t worry, I will definitely explain it to you properly. Caroline and I only have a working

relationship. Our relationship is definitely not how the world sees it. All the photos and videos are fake!”

“Since that’s the case, terminate her contract. The only way you can prove me you are innocent is when she leaves Brilliant

Entertainment!” Arya’s voice grew colder.
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